In our previous notes, we give a useful characterization of the chaotic order, i.e., log A _> log B for positive invertible operators A and B. In this note, we present a short proof to the characterization of the chaotic order and give an answer to a related problem on it. Moreover we consider the orders defined by A _> B (0 < 6 < 1) as an interpolation between the chaotic order and the usual order via the Furuta inequality.
INTRODUCTION
A (bounded linear) operator A on a Hilbert space H is positive, in symbol A > 0 if (Ax, x)> 0 for all x E H. And A > 0 means that A is positive invertible. First of all, we recall the Furuta inequality [9] , cf. [2, 11] and [10] for an elementary one-page proof. (0') The domain of (0') is expressed in Motivated by the Furuta inequality, Ando [1] (epA/2epBePA/2) 1/2 _< ePA. (1) Based on the well-known fact that log is operator monotone on (0, cx), we introduced the chaotic order A >> B among positive invertible operators which is weaker than the usual order, i.e., A >> B if log A >_logB, see [7] . Thereby Theorem 
h--,+0 h so that the convergence of (3) Hence we have the conclusion (5) .
We note that Theorem C exactly corresponds to the case 6-0 in Theorem 3. In fact, Theorem C is represented as follows. The point of the proof is that if p, q and r as in above, then they satisfy (6 + 2r)q >_ p + 2r for all 6 > 0, which suggests Theorem 3.
Finally we remark that the boundaries of (4'), (5') and (6') in which the inequalities (4), (5) and (6) hold respectively are the lines through the points (0,-2r) and (1, 5) for 0 <_ < 1. The case 6-(resp. 6-0) is just the Furuta inequality (resp. Theorem C), and the cases 6 E (0, 1) interpolate between them. One of the authors [12] showed that the boundary for the Furuta inequality is the best possible. Anyway, one will be able to recognize the decrease of the domains when 6 moves from to 0; we present Figure 2 unifying them. 
